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ASH1525
letter/envelope 
holder 
bestseller

ASH1520
to fit 6x4” photo ASH1522

6x10x10cm

ASH1526
tree of life trivet
20cm dia
bestseller

ASH1523
set of 4 coasters

ASH1205
tree of life trivet
20cm dia  TOP SELLER

 TOP SELLER

6x10x10cm

ASH1922
tree motif jewellery box with 
drawer. 15.5 x 15.5 x 7cm
bestseller

ASH1921
tree motif box 
10 x 10 x 6cm

ASH2212
tree of life 
bookstand 
mango wood

The ever popular “Tree of Life” motif
The tree of life is an ancient symbol found in many 
cultures around the world. It represents growth, rebirth 
and the unity between all things, physical and spiritual. 
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climate change. Trees soak up carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere. We need to stop deforestation, and plant 
more of them. 
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Delightfully quirky, tactile and original, these boxes and 
	���������������������������������������������������
variety of nature is found in a mosaic of wooden slices. 

‘Trunk wood’

ASH19726
pencil pot
8 x 8 x 10cm 

ASH19727
t-lite holder
9 x 9 x 7cm 

ASH19731
hanging 
heart
7cm 

ASH19730
2 drawer box
for 15 x 10 x 20cm 

ite holder-li
x 9 x 7cm 

hanngin
heaart
7cmm 

ASH2106
heart coaster

ASH2105
round coasterASH2108

trivet hexagonal ASH2107
trivet round

coasters 
and trivets

Want to help? 
Donations to organisations like 
Joliba Trust are a great way to do 
so. For every pound, ten times as 
many trees can be planted in Africa 
as it costs to plant trees in the UK; 
they grow quicker; and they help to 
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erosion, reversing deforestation and 
providing timber and fruits for local 
communities. 

See www.jolibatrust.org.uk or 
email info@jolibatrust.org.uk for 
more info

‘Save our planet’ woodblocks

TARW40
tackle the climate crisis

TARW41
there is no planet B

TARW42
re-use paper save trees

TARW43
save our bees!

TARW44
save the elephant!
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Make sure the message gets heard!
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Bamboo for kitchen and picnics
Ditch single use 
plastics with these 
handy Fair Trade 
bamboo alternatives!

SIS06
chBamboo 6 straw pouc

wiw th brush, batik red

SIS21SIS21
Bamboo cutleery pouch 
batik black orr brown

SIS20
Bamboo cutlery pouch 
batik green

SIS222
bamboo cutlery pouchtlery po
batik red

SIS33
Bamboo cutleryryyyyyyyy 
ppouch canvas

Kiss goodbye to plastic plates with these 100% sustainable, 
compostable leaf plates. Made from a double layer of leaves, these 
plates are commonly used in the streets of India to serve curries and 
snacks. 

Latch onto 
these great 
soapstone 
pebbles 
with an eco 
message!
Size: 
6x4x3cm

snacks. 

Saa leaf party plates

SASH1918
saa leaf plates set of 
6 11cm dia

SASH1917
saa leaf plates
set of 6 14cm dia

SASH1915
saa leaf plates
set of 6  27cm dia

SASH1916
saa leaf plates
set of 6  20cm dia

1cm dia

o 

6x4x3cm

TAR2110TAR2110
plant a tree
green

TAR2111TAR2111
save our bees
yellow

TAR2112TAR2112
recycle it!
blueblue

TAR2113TAR2113
save our planet
green

yellow

TAR2114
wildlife matters
turquoise

TAR2115TAR2115
avoid plastic
red

TAR1880C
eco pebbles 
x75 with 75 ith
display basket


